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Introduction 
Let F be any field, V 2n a 2n-dimensional vector space over F and qn the 
quadratic form 
0n V 2" (we will call such forms hyperbolic). Let On.,, be the orthogonal group of 
qn. We will prove that the map i , :Hk(On,,,)--,Hk(O,, + 1.,,+ 1) induced by inclusion 
is an isomorphism if n_  3k + 3. 
This paper grew out of an attempt o understand Vogtmann's paper [3]. The 
result we obtain is similar to Vogtmann's theorem but the proof is much simpler. 
The simplification ultimately comes from replacing her poset of isotropic subspaces 
by a poset of hyperbolic ones. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 is devoted to defining the hyperbolic 
poset of a space with quadratic form and to showing that this poset is highly con- 
nected. In Section 2 we prove the stabilization theorem for On.,,. Throughout he 
paper we will use mostly the notation from [31. 
I would like to thank professor W. Dwyer for his helpful conversations, ugges- 
tions and all encouragement during my work on this paper. 
Section 1 
Let F be a field and V n an n-dimensional vector space over F. Let qn be a sym- 
metric, bilinear form on V 2n such that in some basis e l, . . . ,en,f] ,  . . . , fn qn has 
matrix 
[O/o] 
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We will call V 2" a hyperbolic vector space and qn the hyperbolic form. 
1.1. Definition. (i) A subspace W of a hyperbolic vector space V is isotropic if the 
restriction of the hyperbolic form q to W is zero. 
(ii) A Lagrangian in a hyperbolic vector space V 2" is an n-dimensional isotropic 
subspace of V 2". 
1.2. Lemma. Let (v2n, qn ) be a hyperbolic vector space over F and H2kc  V 2n a 
hyperbolic subspace o f  V 2n. Then V 2n = H 2k & H 2(n- k) fo r  some H 2(n - k) hyperbolic 
subspace o f  V 2n. 
Proof .  Let L n, L k be Lagrangians respectively for V 2n and H 2g. Let now L~'= 
Lk+(L"NLk±) .  Then L"' is a Lagrangian in V 2" and LkCL  ~'. We know 
V 2n= H2k.l. W where W has dimension 2(n-  k) and qn I w is non-degenerate. But 
the projection pr : V 2n --, W carries L n" to a Lagrangian in IV, so W is hyperbolic 
(see for example [2, §1] for more details in a more general situation). 
Let <a) denote the one-dimensional vector space over F spanned by one vector 
o with a bilinear form (., • > given by (o, o) =a. Then we have the following lemma: 
1.3. Lemma. Let  V 2n + 1 = H2n .L (a>, 21 a, H 2" is hyperbolic. Let H 2k be a hyper- 
bolic subspace o f  V 2n+ i. Then V 2n+1 =H 2k £ H 2(n-k) ± (a> for  some hyperbolic 
H2(n- k) 
Proof .  (i) z(F):#2 and a:#O; this follows from Witt's theorem [1, Chapter I, 
Theorem 4.4] because the form is non-degenerate. 
(ii) a = 0 (hypothesis z (F )= 2 implies a= 0). Then pr: V2n+I-+H 2n carries H a 
isomorphically to some hyperbolic subspace H 2k" in H 2n. By 1.2 we know 
H 2n =H 2k'.L H 2(n-k) So V 2n+ l =H2k ' £ n2(n-k) ± <a). But obviously H 2tn-k) is 
perpendicular to H 2k, so V 2n + l has decomposition H 2k ± H 2(n- ~) £ (a). 
1.4. Lemma. Let W 2n- l be a (2n - 1)-dimensional subspace o f  a hyperbolic spac~ 
V 2". Let H 2k be a hyperbolic subspace o f  V 2n, n > k. Then H 2k f3 W 2n- 1 contain: 
a hyperbolic subspace o f  dimension 2(k -  1). Moreover, i f  H2k(z W 2n- l, then therd 
exists a basis in H2kN W 2n- 1 such that in this basis qn has the matrix 
0 Ik_ 10]  
Ik -  I 0 0 where a ~ F and 21 a. 
0 0 a 
Proof .  Let H2k=Lk~[  k where Lk,£ k are Lagrangians in H 2k and £k=(Lk) '  
Then dim(LkN W2"- l )>_k - 1. Let M k-I CLkN W2~-~; then dim(A~k-~ N W2"-l): 
k-2  where M k-  ~ means any subspace o f  H 2k such that: 
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( i )  JQ[k-INMk-I----0; (ii) q[K4k-,~Mk-~ is hyperbolic. 
So we can choose a basis el, . . . ,  ek,f l , . . .  ,fk in H 2k such that HEko W 2n- 1 contains 
span(el, . . . ,ek_l , f l , . . . , fk_2).  If HE/¢c W En-1, then there is nothing to do. Let 
di f f l (H2kNwEn-1)=Ek-1.  Let el , . . . ,ek_ l , f l , . . . , fk_E,  Ol,O E be a basis for 
t-IEk( "] W En-1. Then we can assume that 
Ol = alek + bl fk-  l + ctfk, 
0 2 :-- bEe k Jr bEf k_ 1 + CEA. 
Of course, we can assume a2 = 0. If  bl = b2 = 0, then span(ol, 02)-'-span(ek,fk), so
we are done. 
If bE=0 and bl ~0,  then Ol--(Cl/CE)02=alek+blfk_l is isotropic, so 
1 
span(e l , . . . ,ek - l , f l , . . . , fk_2 ,~- l (O l  - c l  
is hyperbolic and the desired basis is 
o, 
----02 ,fk-- el, " " ,ek - l , f l ,  " ' , f k -2 ,  bll Ol c2 ~ ek-l" 
If b2~0, then span(el , . . . ,ek_l , f l , . . . , fk_2,(1/bE)O2) is hyperbolic and we are 
done as previously. The element a is even because for any x e H, 21 qn(x, x). 
1.5. Lemma. Let W 2n + 1 be a vector space over F with a form q which has in some 
basis the matrix 
io,oj In 0 0 , asF  and 21a. 
0 0 a 
Let vEn, HEk be two hyperbolic subspaces of  W 2n+l. Then V2"NH Ek contains a 
2(t:- 1)-dimensional hyperbolic subspace. Moreover, i f  H2t ff. V En, then 
q IV 2n N I t  Ek has in a some basis the matrix 
1 Ik_l 0 0 , beF,2]b .  0 0 b 
Proof. Do precisely the same as in the proof of Lemma 1.4. 
1.6. Definition. Let V n be a vector space over F and q a symmetric bilinear form 
on Vn., Then X(V  n) is the poset of proper hyperbolic subspaces of V n ordered by 
inclusion. [X(Vn)I means the geometric realization of this poser. 
1.7. Theorem. Let V n be a vector space over F and q be a symmetric bilinear form 
on V n which is hyperbolic i f  n = 2k and which has in some basis the matrix 
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o iko 1 Ik o o 
0 0 a 
i f  n=2k+ l, aeF ,  21a. Then: 
(a) X(V 2k) is (k -  2)-spherical, k > 1; 
(b) X(V  2k+1) is (k -  D-spherical, k>_ 1. 
Proof .  Step I: k= 1. We have to prove that X(V  3) is 0-spherical, which means that 
there are at least two hyperbolic subspaces of V 3. Let q have the matrix 
I 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 a 
in the basis e,f, o, 21a. Then: 
(i) If a = 0, then V 1 = span(e,f) and V2 = span(e + o,f+ o) are two distinct hyper- 
bolic subspaces of V 3. 
(ii) If ae:0,  then Vl=span(e, f )and VE=span(-(2/a)e,e-(a/2) f  +o) are two 
distinct hyperbolic subspaces. 
Step II. k=2.  Then X(V 4) is obviously 0-spherical. 
Step I l l .  Assume that (a) is true for k<_n, and (b) is true for k<n.  
Claim. X(V  2" + 1 ) is (n - 1)-spherical. 
Proof  of  the claim. Let W 2" C V 2" + 1, wEn is hyperbolic. Define 
Xo= X(W2")u { w 2" } 
I Xol is contractible because IXol is homotopic to the cone over I x(wEn)I .  Now 
for i >_ 1 define posets 
Xi = Xi_ 1U {Z ~ X(V:"  + 1 ); Zq~ W, dim(Z) = 2n + 2 - 2i}. 
Let Z ~ X i \ Xi_ 1. Then, if i > 1, we have 
[link(Z)Agi_ll=l{U~S(V2"+l); UCZN W}I *[{UeX(V2"+~); U~Z}[ 
--IX(V2"+I-2i)I,IX(V2i-I)I (by Lemmas 1.2-1.5) 
=VS "- i - I  *vs i -2=VS" -2  (by induction). 
If i=  1, then 
Ilink(Z)NXol=l{U~X(V2"+l); UCZN W}I= V S "-2 by Lemma 1.5. 
So finally we have I xil = V s" -  1. But X n = X(V  2" + 1 ), so we are done. 
Step IV. Assume that (a) is true for k<n,  and (b) is true for k<n.  
Claim: (a) is true for k = n. 
Proof  of  the claim. Let el, . . . ,e , , f l ,  . . . , f ,  be a hyperbolic basis for V 2". Let 
W= span(el, . . . ,  e, , f l , . . .  , f , -  l). Define posets: 
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Xo = X( W), 
Xi=Xi_IU{Z~X(VEn);  Z~ W, d im(Z)=2n-2i},  i>0 .  
Xo is (n -  2)-spherical by induction and if i = 1, Z ~ X 1 \ X 0, we have 
[link(Z)ClXol = I{UcX(VZn) ,  UCZ["] W}[  "- V S n-3 
by Lemma 1.4, so is contractible in IX0 I. Generally for i > 1 and Z ~ Xi \ Xi_ 1, we 
have 
Ilink(Z)nXi_~[= I{U~g(v2"); UcZn w}l ,[{U~S(V2"); U~Z}l 
---Ix(v2"-2i-1)l ,Ix(v2i)l (by Lemmas 1.2-1.5) 
-"vsn-i-2,vsi-2"--'vsn-3, so  is contractible in Ixi-~l. 
So lXi] =VS "-2. But X,,_I=X(VZ"), so the proof is complete. 
1.8. Definition. Let Xk(V n) be a subposet of X(V n) consisting of elements of 
dimension <2k. 
1.9. Theorem. With the same hypothesis as in Theorem 1.7, we have 
[Xk(V") l=VS k-l, k<n/2. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.7, so we will 
skip some details. Generally we will go by induction on k and n > k. 
Step I. If k = 1, then the statement of the theorem is obvious for any n > 2. 
Step II. If 
~n/2-  1 if n is even, 
k =/ . (n -  1)/2 if n is odd, 
then we are in the case of Theorem 1.7. 
Step III. Assume we know that [Xi(Vn)I=MS i-1 for any n>2i+ 1 and i<k. 
Assume that Vn-1C V n and [Xk(Vn-l)[ =MS g-l. We want to show [Xk(Vn)[ = 
VS k- ~. Define the following posets: 
X_l =Xk(V"-~), 
Xi = Xi_ ~ O { Z ~ Xk( Vn); z E Vn- ~, dim(Z) = Zk-  2i }. 
We want to show IXil =VS k-I for any - l<_i<k. Let Z~Xi \X i _ l .  We have: 
If i = O, then 
l link(Z) N X_~[ = [ { U~ Xk(V ' ) ;  UC Z N V n- ~ } [ 
"~ IX (ZN vn- l ) ]  "- MS k-2, so is contractible in [X_1[. 
,If i > O, then 
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Ilink(Z)nXi_,l=l{U Xk(V"); UcZn V"- l} l  U Z}I 
= iX(l N vn- l ) [ ,  [X~( g i ) 
= v ak - i -  2 , v s i -  I 
(by Lemmas 1.2-1.5 and 
the induction hypothesis on k) 
~-~ V S k -2 ,  so  is contractible in IXi_II = V S k-I 
Hence the proof is complete because Xk-~=Xk(Vn). 
Section 2 
Let  V 2n, qn be a hyperbolic vector space over F. From now on we will write V, q 
instead of V 2n, qn if it is clear what is the dimension of the space. If there are no 
coefficients in homology groups, it means we want them to be integers. 
Consider now more closely the poset X(V).  We have the filtration in X(V) name- 
ly OCXI(V)CX2(V)C...CXn_I(V)=X(V) and every Xi(V) is spherical. 
Therefore the spectral sequence associated to this filtration collapses and we have 
an exact sequence 
(,) 0 ''~ H n _ 2(X(  V))---* H n _ 2(Xn _ 1(V) ,  X n _ 2(V) )  "--~''" ~ H1 (Xz (V) ,  X l (V ) )  
--' Ho(XI ( Z- O. 
It is easy to see that 
Xi+l(V) 
- V susp Ilink(A)NXi(V)[. 
X i (V )  A hyperbolic 
dim(A) = (i + 1)2 
But [Iink(A)NXi(V)[ = [Xi (A)[  = [X(A)I = V S so we have 
Hi(Xi+I(V),Xi(V))= ® u(A) 
A hyperbolic 
dim(A) = (i + 1 )2 
where a(A) = Hi_ 1 (X(A)) if i > 0 and a(A) = Z if i = 0. 
Obviously the filtration OC_X~(V)C...CXn_~(V) is invariant under the action 
of On, n induced from the action on V. 
Let O~Cn~Cn_ i -* " "~C0 ~0 denote the exact sequence (,) and let E,O#., :=E, 
be a free Z[On, n]-resolution of Z. The double complex E,®z[o,,.  1C,  gives us a 
spectral sequence with El q=Oq(On, n; Cp) and this spectral sequence converges to 
0 (since E ,  is free and C,  is exact). The action of On,,, on Xi(V) is transitive for 
every i. Let e~,...,en,fl,...,fn be the standard basis for V zn and let 
Ap=span(el, ...,eo,f 1, ...,fp). Then for 1 <<_p<n we have: 
E~.q= Ho(On.n; Cp)=Hq( On'n' A hyperbolic (~  or(A)) 
dim(A) = 2p 
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=Hq(On, n; Z[On, n] (~ a(Ap)) 
Or, pxO.-p..-p 
= HqtOp, p× O._p,n_p; a(Ap)). 
So finally we have proved the following theorem: 
2.1. Theorem. There is a spectral sequence converging to 0 with E l, q = Hq(On, n ; Z)  
and 
El, q :nq(Op,  pXOn_p,n_p'~ Ot(Ap)) fo r  l <_p<(n. 
The standard inclusion V 2(n -  1)c-~ V 2n induces the map of spectral sequences for 
0,_ ~,,,- 1 and On, n. Taking the mapping cone of this map we get a relative version 
of 2.1. 
2.2. Theorem. There is a spectral sequence converging to 0 with 
El, q=Hq(Op, pX(On_p,n_p, On_p_l,n_p_l)'~ot(Ap)) for l<p<n-1 ,  
E~,q= Hq(On, n, On- l,n- l ; Z)  • 
Now we are able to prove  the main theorem. 
2.3. Theorem. Hk(On, n, On- 1, n - 1) = 0 for n ~ 3k + 1. 
Proof. We will go by induction with respect o k. For k = 0 the theorem is obvious. 
Assume that 
Hi(On, n, On_l,n_l)=O for i<k,n>3i+ 1. 
Want to show Hk(On, n, On_l,n_l)=O i f  n>3k+ 1. 
Claim. Assume n>3k. Then El, q=O for p+ q<_k + 1, p>2 (so q<k) where El, q 
is the spectral sequence from 2.2. 
Proof of  the claim. 
El, q -- Hq(Op, p X (On_p,n:p, On_ p_ l,n-p-1); ot(Ap)). 
By Kiinneth formula it is enought o show that 
Hj(On_p,n_p, On_p_l ,n_p_l )=O for p+q<k+ 1, p>_2, j<_q. 
But 3j +p + 1 < 3q +p + 1 _< 2q + k + 2 < 3k < n so 3j + 1 < n -p  and by induction we 
are done. 
By the Claim we obtain that dl'E~, ~ 1 • k Ed,k is an epimorphism if n > 3k. But by 
Kiinneth formula and induct ion we know 
E~,k = Hk(01, 1 X (O n _ l,n- l , On- 2,n- 2)'~ a(A l)) = Hk(On- l,n- 1, On- 2,n- 2)" 
Now we need some more notat ion. Let el, ..., e , , f l ,  . . . , fn be the basis for V 2n 
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! I I * and e~, ... ,e,_ 1,f~, ... ,fn-1 the basis for V 2n-2 Then let 1" V 2n-2-'" V 2n denote the 
'lower' inclusion: l(e:)=ei+l, l ( f : )=f/+l  for i= l , . . . ,n -1  and u 'v2n-2~V2"  
denote the 'upper' inclusion: u(e:)=el, u(f:)=f/ for i= 1, . . . ,n -  1. Notice that 
l .=u .  on Hs(O,,_l,,,_l) for any s. By the claim we know that the map 
Jn : Hk(O. -  l,n-1, On- 2,n- 2)'-+Hk(On, n, On- l,n-1) induced by the 'lower' inclusions 
is an epimorphism. Consider now the following commutative diagram (we use the 
fact that u. = 1. on nonrelative homology groups): 
a u ,  
Hk(On-  2,n- 2, On_ 3,n_ 3) "---+ Hk_  l (On_ 3,n_ 3 ) - '~  Hk _ l (On- 2,n_ 2) l,y L1. 
0 u ,  Hk(O._l.,,_l) F-Z-' Hk(On_l,n_l, 0.-2,n-9 ---*Hk_l(On_2,n_9---* Hk_l(O._l,._l) 
1, 
Hk(O.,.) 
J. 
) Hk(On, n, On-l,n-l) 
0 
lly 
) Hk_l(On_l ,n_ l )  
If n _> 3k + 1, then n - 1 _> 3k, so by the claim J , -  l and J, are epimorphisms. But if 
J,,- l is an epimorphism, then f is an epimorphism, so Hk(O,,., ,, 0,,_ 1.,,- 1) must be 
0. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
2.4. Remark. Let V2, be a 2n-dimensional vector space over F, qn a skew-symmetric 
form on F2, which has the matrix 
I ° '  - I  0 I 
in some basis e l , . . . ,en, f l , . . . , fn.  Let SPn be the orthogonal group of qn. We will 
call V2, a symplectic vector space, q" a symplectic form and Sp,, a symplectic 
group. Then precisely the same proof works for the standard inclusion Sp,_ l~SP, 
(I am very grateful to the referee for pointing out this possibility to me). You have 
only. to replace the words: 
symmetric by skew-symmetric, hyperoblic by symplectic 
qn by qn, V 2n by V2n , On, n by SPn. 
The symplectic ase is even easier because you don't have to worry about the case 
a~:0 (see Lemmas 1.3, 1.4, 1.5) - for any oe V2n, qn(o, o)=0. By the same reason, 
(i) from the step I of the proof of Theorem 1.7 is obvious without justification. So 
finally we can say: the standard inclusion Sp,_ lc.Sp,, induces an isomorphism on 
k-th homology groups provided n_< 3k + 3. 
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